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Abstract 8 

Smith, Pope, and Kohler Glaciers and the corresponding Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves have undergone speedup, 9 

thinning, and rapid grounding-line retreat in recent years, leaving them in a state likely conducive to future retreat. 10 

We conducted a suite of numerical model simulations of these glaciers and compared the results to observations to 11 

determine the processes controlling their recent evolution. The model simulations indicate that the state of these 12 

glaciers in the 1990s was not inherently unstable, i.e. that small perturbations to the grounding line would not 13 

necessarily have caused the large retreat that has been observed. Instead, sustained, elevated melt at the grounding 14 

line was needed to cause the observed retreat. Weakening of the margins of Crosson Ice Shelf may have hastened the 15 

onset of grounding-line retreat but is unlikely to have initiated these rapid changes without an accompanying increase 16 

in melt. In the simulations that most closely match the observed thinning, speedup, and retreat, modeled grounding-17 

line retreat and ice loss continue unabated throughout the 21st century, and subsequent retreat along Smith Glacier’s 18 

trough appears likely. Given the rapid progression of grounding-line retreat in the model simulations, thinning 19 

associated with the retreat of Smith Glacier may reach the ice divide and undermine a portion of the Thwaites 20 

catchment as quickly as changes initiated at the Thwaites terminus.   21 

1 Introduction 22 

Glaciers along the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) have long been thought to be vulnerable to catastrophic retreat 23 

(Hughes, 1981), and the major ice streams in the region have recently undergone significant speedup and grounding-24 

line retreat (Mouginot et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016). Largely due to synchronicity between 25 

variability in ocean temperature and glacier response, ocean-induced melting is thought to be the primary driver of 26 

these changes (Jenkins et al., 2010; Joughin et al., 2012). Oceanographic observations (Assmann et al., 2013) and 27 

modeling (Thoma et al., 2008) indicate that variable transport of warm circumpolar deep water (CDW) onto the 28 

continental shelf has caused significant variability in sub-shelf melt over the past two decades, with melt thought to 29 

have peaked around 2010 (Jenkins et al., 2018). Melt rates influence the large-scale flow of ice streams by affecting 30 

ice-shelf thickness; thinner ice shelves provide less buttressing to ice upstream, and ice is forced to flow faster to 31 

increase strain-rate dependent stresses in the ice. Ice-flow modeling (e.g., Joughin et al., 2014) and glaciological 32 

observations (e.g., Rignot et al., 2014) suggest that the retreat of Thwaites and perhaps Pine Island Glacier, the largest 33 

glaciers along the ASE, will continue under all realistic melt scenarios (Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2010).  34 
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 35 

Despite their lower ice discharge relative to Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers, Smith, Pope and Kohler Glaciers (see 36 

Figure 1 for an overview of the area) have gained attention as some of the most rapidly changing outlets along the 37 

Amundsen Sea Embayment (Mouginot et al., 2014). These glaciers, and the Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves 38 

downstream, have undergone >30 km of grounding-line retreat in recent decades (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 39 

2016), leaving their grounding lines positioned more than 1 km below sea level, where they are vulnerable to warm 40 

ocean waters (Jenkins et al., 2018; Thoma et al., 2008). By contrast, the Thwaites grounding line sits approximately 41 

50 km downstream of the deepest portions of its basin (Rignot et al., 2014) and the Pine Island grounding line has 42 

held a steady position on the retrograde slope at the seaward end of its overdeepening from 2009-2015 (Joughin et al., 43 

2016). Thus, the positioning of Smith Glacier’s grounding line in the deep portion of its trough suggests that it is in a 44 

more advanced stage of retreat than its larger neighbors. Indeed, Smith Glacier comprises one of the most extensive 45 

instances of modern glacier retreat and can serve as an important example of a marine ice-sheet basin in an advanced 46 

state of collapse.  47 

 48 

Modeling of the grounded portion of the Smith, Pope, Kohler catchment indicates that further retreat is committed on 49 

decadal timescales (Goldberg et al., 2015). However, this modeling was focused on transient calibration and did not 50 

assess causes of retreat or examine likely changes over periods longer than 30 years. Additional modeling work shows 51 

that the ice-shelf response is highly sensitive to the sub-shelf melt rates, which, when determined from an ocean model, 52 

are in turn highly dependent on how well the bathymetry is resolved (Goldberg et al., 2018). Regardless of the initial 53 

cause of retreat, the ice shelves are unsustainable at present melt rates, and Dotson Ice Shelf may melt through in the 54 

next 50 years (Gourmelen et al., 2017). The ice presently within the Smith, Pope, Kohler drainage could raise global 55 

mean sea level by a relatively modest 6 cm (Fretwell et al., 2012), but thinning can lead to drainage capture and 56 

therefore increased loss of ice volume. Thus, due to a shared divide, rapid thinning could potentially hasten the collapse 57 

of the larger reservoir of ice in the neighboring Thwaites catchment. 58 

 59 

Although there is evidence of increased transport of warm ocean waters beneath these ice shelves, the complex nature 60 

of ice-sheet dynamics involves the responses to past and present forcing. Present observations represent a combination 61 

of adjustment to past imbalance and response to recent melt (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2018). In the case of Smith, Pope, 62 

and Kohler Glaciers, multiple lines of evidence suggest that retreat began before widespread satellite observations 63 

were first aquired (Gourmelen et al., 2017; Konrad et al., 2017; Lilien et al., 2018), though the exact cause and timing 64 

of retreat initiation are unknown. Separating the effects of different forcings is key to understanding the extent to 65 

which continued forcing is required to sustain retreat. Since future forcing is uncertain, identifying whether retreat is 66 

inevitable within the expected range of ocean warming is particularly valuable. Because of the short length of the 67 

satellite record, separating the compounded influence of the possible drivers of retreat is difficult with observations 68 

alone, and numerical ice-flow models are an important tool for identifying plausible scenarios that could have resulted 69 

in the observed changes to ice thickness, velocity, and grounding-line position. 70 

 71 
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Here, we describe a suite of model simulations designed to investigate which processes control the ongoing retreat of 72 

Smith, Pope, and Kohler Glaciers. Our modeling experiments tested the effects of melt distribution, melt intensity, 73 

basal resistance, and marginal buttressing on speedup, thinning, and grounding-line position. We compared these 74 

modeled changes to remotely sensed observations in order to determine which processes have driven retreat over the 75 

last two decades. After comparing the modeled velocity, surface elevation, and grounding-line position to 76 

observations, we ran a subset of the simulations for a longer duration to investigate the sensitivity of the future 77 

evolution of this system to a range of forcing. 78 

 79 

Simulations of Antarctic ice streams generally require a melt forcing to determine the mass balance of the bottom of 80 

the ice shelves. Spatially well-resolved sub-shelf melt rates have only recently been measured for ice shelves in the 81 

ASE (Gourmelen et al., 2017; Shean et al., 2017), and these observations are limited by their brief record and low 82 

temporal resolution. Thus, use of these high-resolution melt rates as inputs to prognostic ice-flow models that extend 83 

further into the past or into the future requires extrapolation. To avoid such extrapolation, models are usually forced 84 

with simple, often solely depth-dependent, parameterizations of melt (e.g., Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2010). 85 

Significant progress has been made in coupling state-of-the-art ice and ocean models (e.g., De Rydt and 86 

Gudmundsson, 2016; Jordan et al., 2018), though to our knowledge only one study has applied a fully coupled model 87 

with moving grounding line to the geometry of a real glacier (Seroussi et al., 2017). Coupled simulations capture 88 

spatial and temporal variability in melt rates but require substantial high-performance computing resources. Moreover, 89 

modeled sub-shelf melt rates are highly sensitive to the sub-shelf bathymetry (Goldberg et al., 2018), which is difficult 90 

to measure or infer due to the ice and ocean cover. Because these coupled ice-ocean models require additional 91 

development and substantial high-performance computing resources, and are sensitive to uncertain bathymetry, they 92 

are not yet readily available for assessing sensitivity to a suite of forcings. 93 

 94 

While ocean forcing is thought to be the primary driver of retreat along the ASE, a glacier’s sensitivity to sub-shelf 95 

melt is modulated by additional processes. Grounding-line retreat exposes additional and, for a retrograde bed, deeper 96 

sub-shelf area to melt, potentially increasing the integrated melt rate without any change in ocean heat content (De 97 

Rydt et al., 2014). Additionally, ungrounding on a retrograde bed causes ice-flow speeds to increase due to the 98 

nonlinear dependence of ice velocity on ice thickness. These feedbacks cause some grounding-line positions to be 99 

inherently unstable, such that upstream perturbations to those grounding-line positions can lead to self-sustaining 100 

retreat (e.g., Schoof, 2007). Changes to the effective viscosity of ice shelves, such as weakening from mechanical 101 

damage, fabric development, or higher ice temperatures, can reduce the shelf’s ability to transmit stresses and thus 102 

reduce buttressing in the same manner as a decrease in the shelf’s cross sectional area (e.g., Borstad et al., 2016). 103 

Observations (Macgregor et al., 2012) and inverse modeling (Lilien et al., 2018) suggest that changes to viscosity 104 

have indeed played a role in the speedup of Crosson Ice Shelf, and model sensitivity studies suggests that weakening 105 

of several key regions of the ice shelves, particularly the shear margins or near the grounding line, would significantly 106 

alter ice discharge (Goldberg et al., 2016, 2018). While some other processes, such as loss of terminal buttressing due 107 

to retreat of the neighboring Haynes Glacier, may have destabilized Crosson Ice Shelf, changes to melt, marginal 108 
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weakening, and feedbacks between ungrounding and increased ice-flow speeds represent the most likely drivers of 109 

retreat in this system. 110 

2 Methods 111 

We conducted a suite of prognostic numerical model simulations of Smith, Pope, and Kohler Glaciers, primarily using 112 

a shallow-shelf (SSA) model implemented in the finite element software package Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini et al., 2013; 113 

Zwinger et al., 2007). The shallow-shelf equations describe ice flow in two dimensions under the assumptions that the 114 

ice is thin relative to its extent and that ice velocity is uniform with depth (i.e., the model is depth-averaged); while a 115 

simplification, these assumptions are generally applicable to ice streams (MacAyeal, 1989) and have been applied to 116 

other glaciers in the ASE (e.g., Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2014). To validate the use of these simplified ice 117 

physics, we performed one simulation using a state-of-the-art full-Stokes (FS) ice-flow model, also implemented in 118 

Elmer/Ice. In slower flowing regions where our inversion results show that internal deformation comprises a 119 

significant portion of motion, incorporating the variation of velocity with depth may be important. The full-Stokes 120 

simulation allows to identify potential drawbacks of applying the simplified shallow-shelf model to this particular 121 

system of glaciers. 122 

2.1 Model setup 123 

The model domain extended from the ice divide (determined from the measured velocity field) to the 1996 calving 124 

front. For the majority of simulations, the horizontal mesh resolution was 300 m near the grounding line and 3 km 125 

elsewhere. The full-Stokes domain was extruded to 9 vertical layers, with 5 layers concentrated in the bottom third of 126 

the ice, giving an effective resolution of 20 to 500 m depending on ice thickness and depth within the ice column. This 127 

resolution is generally considered sufficient to accurately capture grounding-line dynamics (Pattyn et al., 2013), and 128 

sensitivity to mesh resolution is explored further in the supplementary materials. The upper ice surface at initialization 129 

was found by adjusting a high-quality reference digital elevation model (DEM) mosaic, derived from 130 

WorldView/GeoEye stereo imagery, to match expected conditions in 1996. This adjustment used thinning rates found 131 

from ICESat-1, the Airborne Topographic Mapper from NASA’s Operation IceBridge, and WorldView/GeoEye 132 

stereo DEMs (further description of the determination of this surface can be found in Lilien et al., 2018). The bed 133 

elevations were determined from all publicly available airborne radio echo sounding data, anisotropically interpolated 134 

to 1-km posting so as to weight measurements along flow more heavily than those across flow; details can be found 135 

in Medley et al. (2014) and the supplementary materials to Joughin et al. (2014). The advantage to this method of 136 

interpolation is that it is free of assumptions related to a particular state of mass balance, unlike mass-conservation 137 

methods. The lower ice surface was then determined using the bed elevations beneath grounded ice and using an 138 

assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium downstream of the 1996 grounding line. Firn-air content for the hydrostatic 139 

calculation was found by comparing coincident ice-thickness and surface-elevation measurements over the ice shelves 140 

(supplementary materials of Lilien et al., 2018). 141 

 142 
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All model simulations were initialized to best match the transient state of these ice streams in 1996, the earliest year 143 

with relatively complete maps of ice velocity in this area. The velocity measurements were acquired by 144 

the European Remote-Sensing Satellites (ERS-1 and 2) and processed using a combination of interferometry and 145 

speckle tracking (Joughin, 2002). Model initialization consisted of an iterative process using a full-Stokes, 146 

diagnostic thermomechanical model in Elmer/Ice. We iterated between updating the temperature field and using 147 

inverse procedures to infer the basal shear stress of grounded ice and the enhancement factors over floating ice. 148 

These inferred fields minimized the misfit between modeled velocity and the measurements from 1996. In order to 149 

minimize transient effects of data errors while capturing the real transient state of these ice streams in 1996, the 150 

model was briefly relaxed by running forward in time for one year under constant forcing. Then, the inversions were 151 

repeated to infer the final inputs for the forward model. Further details of inversion procedures, temperature 152 

initialization, and relaxation are provided in supplementary materials. 153 

2.2 Prognostic simulations 154 

We ran suite of more than 20 ice-flow model simulations for at least 23 years, all beginning in model-year 1996. These 155 

relatively brief simulations enabled comparison with observations, and 6 of these simulations were subsequently run 156 

over 100 years to investigate the future evolution of these glaciers; those 6 simulations were selected after the full 157 

suite of shorter runs and were chosen to represent a range of retreat rates. Table 1 summarizes the inputs for all model 158 

runs, indicating the model physics, run length, melt distribution and intensity, and any other forcing as described 159 

below. In all model simulations, time stepping used a backwards-difference formula with timestep size of 0.05 years. 160 

 161 

Most of the model simulations used a Coulomb-type sliding law proposed by Schoof (2005) and Gagliardini et al. 162 

(2007), which takes the form 163 

 

𝜏𝑏 = 𝐶𝑁 (
𝜒𝑢𝑏

−𝑚

1 + 𝜒
)

1
𝑚

𝑢𝑏 Equation 1 

  164 

where 𝜏𝑏  is the basal shear stress, 𝑢𝑏 the basal velocity, 𝑁 the effective pressure, 𝐶 proportional to the maximum bed 165 

slope, 𝑚 the sliding law exponent, and 𝜒 =  
𝑢𝑏

𝐶𝑚𝑁𝑚𝐴𝑐
, where 𝐴𝑐 is a coefficient that is determined using the inversion 166 

results. This sliding law was derived to represent sliding over a rigid bed with cavitation behind obstacles, but its high- 167 

and low-pressure limits make it suitable for describing Antarctic ice streams. At high effective pressure, generally 168 

found in slow-flowing regions that may be underlain by hard beds, the sliding law approximates Weertman (1957) 169 

sliding (𝜏𝑏 ∝ ub
m). At low effective pressures, this Equation 1 approaches Coulomb-type sliding (𝜏𝑏 ∝ C𝑁), which is 170 

thought to be appropriate for sliding over soft beds (e.g., Iverson et al., 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2000) and hard beds 171 

where fast-sliding with cavitation takes place (Schoof, 2005). We take 𝑚 = 3, and assume that the effective pressure 172 

is equal to the ice overburden minus the hydrostatic pressure. With this assumption, Coulomb-like behavior only 173 

occurs within several kilometers of the grounding line, with Weertman-like behavior farther inland (Joughin et al., 174 

2019). This assumption is valid if a drainage system connects every point on the glacier bed to the ocean, which is 175 
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only likely for areas near the grounding line. However, this assumption is often employed (e.g., Morlighem et al., 176 

2010), and because coupling to a hydrologic model is beyond the scope of this study, we retain the assumption here. 177 

To some extent, errors in the assumption compensated for in the solution or the sliding coefficient, 𝐶, though it may 178 

introduce errors as the basal shear stress is reduced too drastically in response to inland thinning. For comparison, we 179 

ran four additional simulations with a commonly used Weertman-type sliding law (𝜏𝑏 = Awub
m), with Aw calculated 180 

from the same inversion results, again with 𝑚 = 3. 181 

2.2.1 Melt sensitivity experiments 182 

We explored the effect of a variety of plausible melt forcings on the evolution of Smith, Pope, and Kohler Glaciers. 183 

The forcings can be separated into melt intensity (i.e. shelf-integrated melt) and its spatial distribution; simulations 184 

were conducted varying the melt intensity and distribution independently to determine their relative importance in 185 

controlling retreat. Because of their low computational expense, we used simple prescriptions of melt: three depth-186 

dependent parameterizations (Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2010; Shean, 2016), all tuned to fit the melt-depth 187 

relationship of nearby Pine Island Glacier, and an interpolation from previously published high-resolution melt-rate 188 

estimates inferred from Cryosat-2 by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium (Gourmelen et al., 2017), which was extended 189 

to cover both ice shelves. Hereafter, we refer to these melt distributions as F2014, J2010, S2016, and Cryo2, 190 

respectively. The parameterizations are intended to span a reasonable range of likely melt distributions, and none of 191 

them were expected to match the Cryosat-inferred pattern of melt exactly. Any depth-dependent parameterization will 192 

fail to span the range of melt rates observed at a given depth. However, the depth-dependent parameterizations capture 193 

the general form of the Cryo2-inferred melt rates, despite not having been tuned to Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves 194 

(Figure 2). 195 

 196 

Melt rates inferred from Cryosat 2 are limited to areas that were floating during the period of 2010-2016, which 197 

potentially complicates forcing the model with the Cryo2 distribution. If additional area beyond what was afloat in 198 

2016 were to unground in a model simulation, some extrapolation would be needed to apply a melt forcing to that 199 

area. For the minor extrapolation that was necessitated by the retreat in these simulations, we first smoothed the melt 200 

rates to 2-km resolution then used nearest-neighbor interpolation to extend the rates inland. However, during the first 201 

25 years of the model simulations no extrapolation was required, so the limited extent of the inferred melt rates does 202 

not affect comparison modeled and observed retreat. 203 

 204 

During each timestep from model years 1996-2014, each melt distribution was re-scaled to match the time-varying 205 

shelf-total melt rate, as derived from flux divergence. Note that this scheme differs from prior studies (Favier et al., 206 

2014; Joughin et al., 2010, 2014) that instead fix the parameterization for a particular run and accept the resulting 207 

temporal variation in melt rate as the depth of shelf’s underside evolves; comparative advantages and disadvantages 208 

of our approach are discussed in section 4.2.2. The melt intensity was determined by linear interpolation between 209 

available measurements of shelf-total melt obtained from flux divergence measurements through time (Lilien et al., 210 

2018). In general, this scheme requires adjusting the depth-dependent parameterizations down from the “1x” versions 211 
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by a factor of 4-5, and the Cryo2 rates down by 20%, in order to match the relatively low melt rates 1996; such scaling 212 

is unsurprising given the large differences between the Dotson and Crosson cavities and the Pine Island Glacier cavity 213 

for which the parameterizations were originally tuned. Through the simulations, the scaling factor for melt was 214 

generally increased to force the observed increases in melt. For the depth-dependent parameterizations, this increase 215 

was compounded by the need to compensate for the rapid decrease of ice-shelf draft due to intense melt at depth, 216 

which can result in the shelves “shallowing out” of high melt rates over most of their area. Thus, the scaling through 217 

time varied significantly based upon how quickly the ice-shelf draft shallowed and how much new area became 218 

exposed to the ocean and contributed to the shelf-total melt rate. After 2014, when melt-rate estimates are no longer 219 

available, the scaling was fixed to the value determined for 2014 and the total melt rate was allowed to vary as in 220 

previous studies. For partially floating elements, melt was applied only over the floating portion, and the model 221 

resolution employed avoided significant sensitivity to this choice (Seroussi and Morlighem, 2018).  222 

 223 

We also conducted simulations changing melt intensity to twice that observed (simulations 3, 11, 18, and 25 in Table 224 

1). To vary the melt intensity, we again rescaled the parameterization at every timestep through 2014 in order to force 225 

the total melt rate to match twice the observations. To distinguish these from what previous authors refer to as “1x”, 226 

“2x”, and “4x”, we instead refer to the different intensities as “1Obs” and “2Obs”. It is important to note that in the 227 

prior studies, “Nx” referred to scaling of the parameters, which, due to shallowing of the ice-shelf draft, could lead to 228 

substantially less melt than N times the observations. Our scaling ensures that during the period of observations, 2Obs 229 

actually doubled the shelf-wide integrated melt.  230 

2.2.2 Marginal weakening experiments 231 

We manually masked the areas within 10 km of the edge of Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves and applied an ad-hoc 232 

change to the depth-averaged enhancement factor over these areas to test the model’s sensitivity to marginal 233 

weakening. These runs were conducted using the shallow-shelf model and used an enhancement factor of 4 (a 44% 234 

reduction in B) to weaken the margins. These weakening experiments were done with all four melt distributions at 235 

1Obs melt intensity. One additional simulation was run with an enhancement factor of 1.8 (a 17% reduction in B) 236 

using the J2010 melt parameterization at 1Obs intensity (simulation 5 in Table 1). In order to test the effect of marginal 237 

weakening in the absence of any increase in melt, an additional set of simulations were conducted fixing the melt 238 

parameterization to its 1996 scaling and applying the enhancement factor of 4; these simulations again used each of 239 

the four melt distributions at 1Obs intensity (simulations 4, 12, 19, and 26 in Table 1). We refer to these experiments 240 

with weakened margins but fixed melt parameterization as “control melt” simulations (simulations 6, 13, 20, and 27 241 

in Table 1). 242 

2.2.3 Forced ungrounding experiments 243 

Since model simulations cannot be expected to perfectly replicate observed grounding-line retreat, we ran an 244 

additional suite of experiments to test the effect of the ungrounding itself on thinning and speedup. These simulations 245 

allow us to assess whether feedbacks between ungrounding, thinning, and speedup may have caused the observed 246 
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retreat, and to separate errors in modeled grounding-line retreat rates from their effects on ice-flow speed and thinning. 247 

To estimate the grounding-line position at times between the three available measurements (1996, 2011, and 2014), 248 

we linearly interpolated the time of ungrounding along a suite of flowlines spaced approximately every kilometer 249 

across flow, creating maps of the grounded area every 0.1 years. At each model timestep through a forcing period 250 

(1996-2001 or 1996-2014 depending on the simulation), the grounding-line position was set to match the nearest 251 

grounding map, without changing the ice geometry, (i.e. the basal shear stress was set to zero and melt was applied 252 

under ungrounded area). We only forced retreat and not the re-advance of Kohler between 2011 and 2014 since forcing 253 

re-advance is complicated by the changing geometry after the ice goes afloat. After the period of forced ungrounding 254 

finished, the grounding line was allowed to retreat freely based upon hydrostatic equilibrium. Simulations were 255 

conducted with all four melt distributions at 1Obs intensity and with both 5 and 18 years of forced ungrounding 256 

(simulations 7-8, 14-15, 21-22, 28-29 in Table 1). 257 

3 Results 258 

Model outputs are composed of the spatio-temporal evolution of a number of variables, notably ice velocity, ice 259 

thickness, and grounding-line position. To distill this many-dimensional output into a manageable format, we focus 260 

on comparing the changes to grounding-line position and ice-surface speeds along the centerlines of the three main 261 

outlet glaciers under various forcings. 262 

3.1 Melt variability 263 

Figure 3 shows the results of the eight experiments designed to evaluate the melt intensity and distribution 264 

(experiments 1-3, 10-11, 17-18, and 24-25 in Table 1). Collectively, the results show that grounding-line position and 265 

the pattern of thinning are highly sensitive to the spatial distribution of melt. For the 1Obs experiments, there is <10 266 

km of grounding-line retreat in the shallow-shelf simulations, and the retreat that does occur happens after model year 267 

25. Amongst the 1Obs shallow-shelf simulations, only the one with J2010 melt shows more than 2 km of retreat, 268 

during which time Smith Glacier’s grounding line retreats by ~9 km. The full-Stokes simulation with 1Obs, however, 269 

shows substantial (30 km) retreat along Smith Glacier during that time, in relatively good agreement with the 270 

observations. 271 

 272 

Over the first 25 years, retreat in the shallow-shelf models is generally confined to simulations with the 2Obs melt 273 

forcing and is greatest with parameterizations that concentrate melt at depth. While the timing of retreat onset varies 274 

with melt forcing, the 2Obs parameterizations generally yield similar retreat along Smith and Kohler glaciers. An 275 

exception is the Cryo2 melt, which consistently produces the least retreat. For Pope glacier, the 2Obs extent of the 276 

retreat varies greatly with melt distribution, ranging from 0 to 18 km compared the observed 5-km retreat. With the 277 

2Obs melt, the simulations using the three depth-dependent parameterizations quickly retreat into similar positions 278 

along Smith and Kohler Glaciers (see observed change from 1996 to 20011 in Figure 3f). Along Smith and Kohler 279 

Glaciers, simulations with the J2010 distribution retreat most rapidly, followed by S2016, F2014, and Cryo2. Melt 280 

rates near the grounding line need to reach some threshold before retreat commences; in the shallow-shelf model of 281 
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Smith Glacier, retreat of the grounding line does not begin unless melt rates of ~100 m a-1 or higher are reached near 282 

the grounding line. Retreat commences more easily in the full-Stokes model, requiring only ~50 m a-1 of melt.  The 283 

grounding-line retreat rate of Pope Glacier, which has a slightly shallower (~750 m.b.s.l.) grounding line, has a less 284 

direct relationship with melt distribution. While retreat initiates most quickly with the J2010 parameterization, it is 285 

eventually overtaken by retreat with the S2016 and F2014 parameterizations (Figure 3c). 286 

3.2 Marginal weakening 287 

We ran nine simulations with weakened margins, and all displayed notable differences in grounding-line position and 288 

speedup compared to the simulations with no weakening. Figure 4 shows the effects of weakening on grounding-line 289 

retreat and ice-flow speedup. The grounding-line positions of Smith and Pope Glaciers are sensitive to the shelf 290 

viscosity. With the J2010 melt parameterization, the retreat for Smith Glacier initiates ~10 years sooner with 291 

enhancement of 4 in the margins (Figure 4a-b). While this lag can lead to substantial differences in grounding-line 292 

position at any given time, the simulations with full-strength margins generally continue to retreat and reach that same 293 

state 10 years later. The notable exception is the simulation with the S2016 melt, which shows >10 km more 294 

grounding-line retreat when the margins are weakened (Figure 4a). Kohler Glacier’s grounding line also retreats 295 

sooner with enhanced margins, but as retreat progresses grounding-line position does not differ by more than ~2 km 296 

from the unweakened case (Figure 4c). In the case of the S2016, F2014, and Cryo2 melt forcings, within 50 years, 297 

weakening of the margins causes grounding-line retreat on Pope and Kohler glaciers that did not take place even in 298 

100 years without marginal weakening (Figure 4a and c). Simulations with enhancement of 1.8 display approximately 299 

half as much change in the timing of retreat as an enhancement of 4 does (not shown). Effects of marginal strength on 300 

ice speeds differ markedly between the two ice shelves; Crosson/ Pope flows almost 50% faster in some regions 301 

(Figure 4d-e) when the margins are weakened while Dotson/Kohler speeds are nearly insensitive to the strength of the 302 

margins (Figure 4f). 303 

 304 

Although some of the simulations with weakened margins show more retreat, these simulations all are forced using 305 

the 1Obs melt intensity and thus incorporate the increases in melt observed between 1996 and 2014. In the “control 306 

melt” simulations with weakening but with the melt parameterization fixed at 1996 values, there is only minor 307 

grounding-line retreat over the 50-year duration of the simulations (Figure 4a-c). If the weakening alone were 308 

sufficient to cause grounding-line retreat, we would expect to have seen retreat in these simulations. 309 

3.3 Forced ungrounding 310 

Figure 5 shows the results of the simulations in which the grounding line was forced to migrate at the rate observed. 311 

The forced ungrounding had differing effects depending on the melt distribution, and in some cases no subsequent 312 

grounding-line retreat ensued after the period of imposed ungrounding. In simulations with the 5-year forced 313 

ungrounding, the grounding line is able to stabilize temporarily (Figure 5a-c), though retreat subsequently ensues on 314 

each of the three glaciers for the melt distributions that concentrate melt at depth (J2010, S2016). Ice-flow speeds on 315 

Pope and Kohler glaciers are relatively unaffected by the forced 5-year grounding-line retreat, but when forced through 316 
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2014 (18 years) they display some speedup as well (Figure 5d and f). In the case of Smith Glacier, the effect of 317 

exposing additional area to melt and decreasing basal resistance results in significant speedup near the grounding line 318 

that continued over 25 years following the period of forced ungrounding. For the 18-year forced-ungrounding 319 

simulations, little grounding-line retreat occurs on any of the glaciers in the subsequent 25 years, and by the end of 320 

the 50-year simulations the grounding-line positions using all four simulations approximate the retreated position 321 

found with the J2010 1Obs melt and a freely evolving grounding line. 322 

3.4 Longer term simulations 323 

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the ice volume and grounding-line position for the centennial-scale simulations, 324 

displaying sustained loss of ice volume through 2100 CE. These six simulations (simulations 2, 4, 10, 17, 19, 24 in 325 

Table 1) were simply extensions of model runs mentioned above; four used the different melt distributions at 1Obs 326 

intensity and no marginal weakening while two used the J2010 and S2016 melt distribution at 1Obs intensity with 327 

marginal weakening. Simulations with marginal weakening and/or the J2010 melt parameterization show continuing 328 

grounding-line retreat throughout the simulation (Figure 6). In simulations with significant retreat, the grounding line 329 

of Smith Glacier eventually extends upstream of Kohler, and the grounding lines of these two glaciers merge. Even in 330 

these simulations with the most retreat, melt rates remain below 75 Gt a-1 (within 25% of 2014 levels) for most of the 331 

21st century before gradually increasing to 120 Gt a-1 between 2080 and 2100, as more deep ice is exposed to melt. 332 

With these relatively modest melt rates, the overall contribution to sea-level rise still ranges from 6–to–10 mm by 333 

2100 and Smith Glacier’s grounding line retreats by >80 km in the simulations with J2010 melt distribution. Despite 334 

continued loss of ice volume, significant grounding-line retreat never initiates when using the F2014, S2016, or Cryo2 335 

melt distributions with 1Obs intensity. Even in these simulations with little retreat, contributions to sea level exceed 336 

2 mm by 2100. 337 

4 Discussion 338 

After evaluating how well the model simulations are able to replicate observed retreat over 1996-2018, we discuss 339 

how necessarily subjective modeling choices may have affected these results. We then evaluate the implications for 340 

the future evolution of this system. 341 

4.1 Match to observations 342 

Here we assess how different model forcings affect the match between the simulations and the observations of 343 

grounding-line position, thinning, and speed change. 344 

4.1.1 Grounding-line position 345 

The extensive, observed 30-km retreat (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016) provides a clear metric for whether 346 

model simulations match the data. Along the Smith centerline, the bed depth remains at around 1 km b.s.l. for the first 347 

10 km upstream from the grounding line before deepening to close to 2 km b.s.l. over the following ~10 km (Figure 348 
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3f), and in many simulations the grounding line never retreats off this relatively flat, shallow portion of the bed. This 349 

geometry leads to an essentially bimodal distribution of grounding-line position along the Smith glacier centerline. 350 

Model simulations where the retreat reaches the retrograde slope past 10 km all reach >20 km of grounding-line retreat 351 

(Figure 3c). While only the full-Stokes simulation matches the timing of the observed retreat under 1Obs melt 352 

intensity, the stepped pattern of retreat is similar regardless of model physics (discussed more in 4.2.1). We partition 353 

the simulations into those that display 15 km or more grounding-line retreat on Smith glacier, regardless of the timing, 354 

and those that do not; those that display this large retreat are considered generally good matches to the observed 355 

grounding-line positions where ~30-km of retreat was observed. The simulations that matched this large retreat were: 356 

those with the J2010 melt parameterization, regardless of melt intensity or marginal weakening; those with the S2016 357 

or F2014 parameterization and 2Obs melt; and the simulation with the S2016 parameterization, 1Obs melt, and 358 

marginal enhancement of 4 (Table 1). 359 

 360 

We find that grounding-line position is controlled by a combination of melt distribution, melt intensity, and marginal 361 

weakening, though melt near the grounding line (a product of melt distribution and intensity) is the primary driver of 362 

retreat. This result confirms the conclusion of previous work that has also highlighted the importance of the melt 363 

distribution for determining ice-shelf stability (e.g., Gagliardini et al., 2010; Goldberg et al., 2018; Seroussi and 364 

Morlighem, 2018). To match the observed grounding-line retreat using the 1Obs melt intensity, the models suggest 365 

that melt must have been concentrated near the grounding line. Concentrated melt at depth is expected given that the 366 

warm, salty CDW which drives melt generally intrudes at depth (e.g., Jacobs et al., 2012). However, without elevated 367 

melt intensity (relative to 1996) or greater concentration of melt at the grounding line than considered by our melt 368 

forcings, the “control melt” simulations show that the modeled grounding-line positions of Smith, Pope, and Kohler 369 

glaciers would have remained stable for the 50 years following 1996. The stable grounding-line position found by 370 

forcing the model with Cryo2 melt (Gourmelen et al., 2017) may result from underestimation of melt near the 371 

grounding line due to the difficulty of using satellite altimetry to infer melt rates in an area not in hydrostatic 372 

equilibrium (Fricker and Padman, 2006; Rignot, 1998). Moreover, since melt rates were inferred over 2010-2016, the 373 

inferred melt rate beneath areas that ungrounded during that time mix periods of no melt and more intense melt, thus 374 

causing underestimation of melt beneath newly ungrounding area during the time after it has ungrounded. While our 375 

rescaling of parameterizations can increase the melt rates at the grounding line as the shelf-averaged ice draft 376 

decreases, the Cryo2 distribution does not allow the shelf to shallow out of melt, and so any underestimation of melt 377 

near the grounding line persists through the simulation. Thus, effective melt rates at the grounding line are lowest 378 

using the Cryo2 distribution, and they remain too low to instantiate retreat. Estimates of melt rates from ocean models 379 

should eventually provide a better option for forcing models, but computational constraints and poorly constrained 380 

cavity geometry prevent their widespread application at present (e.g., De Rydt and Gudmundsson, 2016). 381 

 382 

It is possible that weakening of the margins of Crosson affected the timing of grounding-line retreat. Our model 383 

simulations applied an ad-hoc enhancement of 4 to the margins, which is akin to ~5 C of warming (Cuffey and 384 

Paterson, 2010), development of a relatively weak anisotropic fabric (Ma et al., 2010), or some damage due to rifting 385 
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(e.g., Borstad et al., 2013). While snapshot inversions for ice-shelf viscosity in 1996, 2011, and 2014 indicate some 386 

weakening of Crosson Ice Shelf (Lilien et al., 2018), this weakening cannot be definitively associated with a particular 387 

process. Thus, we are unable to identify if the weakening of the margins was causal in the observed speedup and 388 

retreat or if it was merely a result of the otherwise-initiated speedup (e.g. caused by rifting due speedup associated 389 

with ungrounding). We consider it unlikely, however, that changes to the strength of the shelf were the primary cause 390 

of retreat since the simulations marginal weakening but no increase beyond 1996 melt rates showed little retreat. 391 

Additionally, inversion results do not show significant weakening of Dotson Ice Shelf through this time (Lilien et al., 392 

2018), suggesting that weakening was not the cause of Kohler Glacier’s retreat even if it affected Pope and Smith 393 

Glacier, and thus does not explain widespread retreat in the area. 394 

 395 

The modeled grounding-line positions demonstrate the stepwise nature of grounding-line retreat and highlight the 396 

complexity of assessing whether unstable retreat is taking place. Previous modeling has found that grounding lines 397 

tend to remain in relatively favorable positions for a period before abruptly retreating (e.g., Joughin et al., 2010), and 398 

the presence of grounding-line wedges at various points on the continental shelf indicate that retreat since the last 399 

glacial maximum followed a similar stepwise pattern with extended periods of stability (Graham et al., 2010; Smith 400 

et al., 2014). Similarly, exposure dating of glacial erratics along Pine Island Glacier indicate that during the Holocene 401 

it experienced long periods of slow retreat punctuated by decades or centuries of rapid thinning (Johnson et al., 2014).  402 

Our forced ungrounding experiments were designed to test whether the grounding line was situated such that some 403 

perturbation necessarily led to a continued step back to a new stable grounding-line position. While forced 404 

ungrounding for 5 years resulted in retreat of one simulation that otherwise remained stable (17 vs. 19 in Table 1), 405 

even with elevated melt intensity the grounding line was able to stabilize on the retrograde slopes under some melt 406 

distributions (Figure 5), at least over the period of our simulations. Additionally, regardless of melt distribution, little 407 

further retreat was found in the 25 years following 18 years of forced ungrounding (Figure 5). The re-stabilization of 408 

the retreated grounding line indicates that small perturbations do not necessarily lead to immediate retreat, although 409 

25- to 50-year simulations may simply be too short to capture the retreat that may eventually ensue. These forced 410 

ungrounding experiments also serve as a check upon the low temporal resolution of the melt forcing; the shelf-total 411 

melt was linearly interpolated between measurements in 1996 and 2006, and a brief period of elevated melt could 412 

have perturbed the grounding line during a subset of that time. However, the simulations with 5 years of forced 413 

ungrounding suggest that such a perturbation would not have led to immediate and sustained grounding-line retreat. 414 

Rather, sustained high melt rates at the grounding line appear to be necessary to cause the continuing grounding-line 415 

retreat that has been observed. 416 

4.1.2 Ice surface elevation 417 

In Figure 7, we compare modeled and measured ice-surface lowering. The comparison is confined to ice that was 418 

grounded in 1996 since observations have greater signal-to-noise ratio over grounded ice; on grounded ice, all thinning 419 

is expressed as surface lowering whereas on floating ice only ~10% of thinning is expressed at the surface. 420 

Observations of surface lowering were derived from the various altimetry products described in section 2.1. The full-421 
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Stokes simulation slightly overestimates thinning along Smith Glacier while producing thickening upstream of Kohler 422 

Glacier’s grounding line (Figure 7a). In general, the shallow-shelf simulations match the pattern of observed surface 423 

change reasonably well in the Smith and Pope drainages, but the simulations generally thin too little in the Kohler 424 

drainage (Figure 7b-d). Even the simulations with 1Obs forcing that showed the most thinning slightly underestimate 425 

surface lowering. Part of this difference may reflect errors in the bed elevation; if the true bed elevation were greater 426 

than estimated in the bed product we used, a larger portion of dynamic thinning would have directly affected the 427 

surface height rather than contributing to ice-draft shallowing. An additional portion of the model-data mismatch is 428 

likely due to timing of retreat; a delayed response of the model could lead to underprediction of surface lowering. 429 

Given that the shallow-shelf simulations have delayed grounding-line retreat, it is unsurprising that they generally 430 

underestimate surface change.  431 

 432 

The thickening (or lack of thinning) on Kohler may result from difficulties in initiating a model of an out-of-balance 433 

system. Melt and calving in 1996 were already larger than accumulation, likely due to elevated melt on Kohler (Lilien 434 

et al., 2018), and it is possible that the relaxation of the model prior to the simulations dampened real surface changes 435 

rather than artifacts from data errors in the Kohler drainage. Regardless of its cause, this discrepancy is transient and 436 

surface lowering eventually propagates up the trunk of Kohler as in observations. However, this thickening on Kohler, 437 

along with the shallow-shelf simulations’ delayed grounding-line retreat and thinning, suggest that the simulations 438 

may underestimate future ice loss. 439 

4.1.3 Ice-flow speed 440 

We compare the model results to velocity mosaics for 2006-2012, 2014, and 2016-2018. The 2007-2010 velocities 441 

are derived from the Advanced Land Observation Satellite, processed using a combination of interferometry and 442 

speckle tracking (Joughin, 2002). We used feature tracking of Landsat-8 imagery to obtain velocities for the 2014–443 

2015 austral summer. Velocity data for 2006 and 2011 are part of the NASA MEaSUREs dataset (Mouginot et al., 444 

2014). We determined the 2016–2018 velocity using speckle-tracking applied to data to Copernicus Sentinel-1A/B 445 

data. These observations indicate speedup both near the grounding lines of Smith and Kohler Glaciers and farther out 446 

on Crosson Ice Shelf (Mouginot et al., 2014). While the speedup near the grounding line is likely due a loss of basal 447 

resistance as a result of ungrounding, the speedup of the outer shelf may be due to changes in shelf viscosity or loss 448 

of buttressing at the terminus due to the breakup of the Haynes glacier tongue (Lilien et al., 2018).  449 

 450 

The simulations indicate that ungrounding primarily affects speeds near the grounding line while speeds farther out 451 

on the shelf remain constant or decrease (Figure 1 and Figure 5). This heterogeneity results from buttressing; if the 452 

shelves were spreading freely, a change in grounding-line speed would cause an equal change in the speed of the 453 

shelves. Conversely, speedup of the outer portion of the ice shelves is likely a result of local changes to buttressing 454 

since speedup is not observed in the region immediately upstream. The model experiments with weakened margins 455 

find speedup along the Pope Glacier centerline on the outer portion of Crosson Ice Shelf (Figure 4d). While the 456 

modeled speed changes in the simulations with weakening closely match the observed speeds 40-60 km from the 1996 457 
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calving front, they show too little speedup closer to the front. This discrepancy across the shelf suggests that part of 458 

the observed changes in speed may be a result of forcing near the calving front, possibly associated with a loss of 459 

buttressing due to the breakup of the Haynes glacier tongue around 2002 or the progressive rifting of this area. While 460 

the simulations with weakened margins do not fully capture the observed velocity changes near the shelf margin, the 461 

marginal weakening does cause the model to more accurately reproduce speedup of the bulk of Crosson Ice Shelf.  462 

There are variety of possible reasons that the model does not capture the full spatial complexity of the observed 463 

speedup, for example weakening of the ice shelves, bed elevation errors, or inferred basal resistance being too low, 464 

and we cannot identify a single cause. 465 

 466 

For the grounded ice, the simulations tend to under predict speedup on Smith Glacier, while generally overpredicting 467 

speed changes on Kohler Glacier (Figure 1). The timing of the speedup corresponds with the timing of rapid 468 

grounding-line retreat, so the delay in modeled grounding-line retreat likely causes the delay in modeled speedup. The 469 

scarcity of observations of grounding-line position and ice velocity earlier in the satellite records complicate the 470 

interpretation. Reliable grounding-line positions are unavailable between 1996 and 2011, and ice velocities are 471 

unavailable between 1996 and 2006. Significant retreat occurred during this time period, and transient speedup, such 472 

as that seen in the full-Stokes model along Kohler Glacier from 2005-2014 (Figure 1d), could have occurred during 473 

the gap in the observations. 474 

 475 

4.2 Model limitations 476 

We now evaluate effects that our choices in model complexity and melt forcing have on interpreting our results. In 477 

addition, the relative insensitivity of the modeled retreat to our choice of sliding law and of the model resolution are 478 

shown in supplementary materials. 479 

4.2.1 Model complexity 480 

Full-Stokes models require significantly greater computing resources than shallow-shelf models of similar resolution. 481 

In the case of our simulations, the shallow-shelf simulations took ~1% of the CPU hours of an equivalent full-Stokes 482 

simulation, necessitating high-performance computing resources rather than local workstations. Thus, using the 483 

simplified physics of shallow-shelf models is desirable in cases where it is sufficient to capture the relevant processes. 484 

While we find slower initiation of retreat with shallow-shelf than with full-Stokes models, after initialization the 485 

pattern of retreat is similar between both classes of models. 486 

 487 

Uncertainties in the model inputs, and necessary choices when initializing models, create significant spread in model 488 

retreat rates that could explain the difference between full-Stokes and shallow-shelf simulations. For example, at Pine 489 

Island Glacier, uncertainty in bed elevation propagates to uncertainty in the timing of retreat of around 5-10 years 490 

depending on assumptions about the spectrum of the bed roughness (Sun et al., 2014). Moreover, with idealized 491 

geometry, L1L2 models, a class of depth-integrated models with slightly greater complexity than shallow-shelf 492 
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models, are more sensitive to high-frequency noise than full-Stokes models (Sun et al., 2014), suggesting the 493 

possibility that the uncertainty in bedrock elevation may affect the full-Stokes and shallow-shelf models in different 494 

ways.  495 

 496 

The spacing of bed elevation measurements in our study region does not resolve detail with wavelengths of ~5 km 497 

and below. In addition, noise with longer wavelengths may be present if there are systematic biases in the 498 

measurements. Without constraints on this roughness, we cannot realistically assess how bed uncertainty may have 499 

affected the two types of models differently. However, comparison of observed and modeled grounding-line position 500 

and surface elevation suggest that errors in the bed dataset have indeed affected our results. The path of ungrounding 501 

of Smith Glacier for most model simulations progresses directly through an area that has been identified as having 502 

remained grounded through 2014 (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016) despite the thinning rates in that area 503 

matching observations there. If the bed elevations were accurately captured by the bed product, accurately modeling 504 

thinning would be sufficient to accurately model retreat. By contrast, in an area where the bed is shallower than the 505 

bed product suggests, ungrounding would occur too early in the model and a greater portion of thinning would be 506 

expressed as ice-draft shallowing rather than surface lowering. Since the model finds ungrounding of a portion of 507 

Smith while approximately matching thinning rates there, it is likely that the bed is shallower there than the bed 508 

product indicates. Thus, we have strong evidence that error in the bed elevation have changed the ungrounding in our 509 

simulations, but we are unable to constrain the different ways this would have affected different simulations.  510 

 511 

Limitations of the assumptions in the sliding law are another potential source of differences between the models. 512 

Recent work shows that alternatively parameterized versions of Equation 1 (regularized Coulomb friction) extend 513 

plastic behavior much farther inland to yield better agreement with observations on Pine Island Glacier (Joughin et 514 

al., 2019). The friction law in Equation 1 relies on a height-above-flotation parameterization for effective pressure, 515 

which limits Coulomb (plastic) behavior to near the grounding line. Thus, the friction law used here may cause initially 516 

slow retreat in the shallow-shelf model to result in persistent differences from the full-Stokes model. Regularized 517 

Coulomb friction could potentially lead to faster modeled retreat rates in some simulations as plastic behavior follows 518 

the grounding line inland, thereby improving model data agreement beyond that found here. 519 

 520 

Time to full relaxation in the model spin-up, differences in the inferred basal shear stress resulting from inversion 521 

procedure implementation, or different response to errors in surface elevation all may explain an additional portion of 522 

the difference between full-Stokes and shallow-shelf models. Assessing the effect of uncertainties in these parameters 523 

would require considerable investigation that is beyond the scope of this study. However, given that there are known 524 

errors in the bed topography, and that the unconstrained frequency of bed noise affects the models differently, bed 525 

errors alone may change the timing of retreat by as much the model-data mismatch. Thus, while the difference in 526 

timing between full-Stokes and shallow-shelf models might indicate substantially better full-Stokes performance for 527 

at least one of the three glaciers, it could also reflect the uncertainty and not an indication that one type of model is 528 

better suited to describing this system. Indeed, while the full-Stokes model better matches the timing of retreat on 529 
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Smith Glacier, its finds thinning rates that are a poorer match to observations and does not do a better job than the 530 

shallow-shelf model at reproducing retreat on Pope or Kohler glaciers. Unfortunately, we did have the computational 531 

resources for a suite of full-Stokes runs sufficient to make a robust comparison of relative performance. 532 

4.2.2 Melt forcing scheme 533 

The application of the melt parameterizations in this study differs from previous work because, at each timestep where 534 

there are data, it rescales the parameterization so that model matches the observed shelf-wide integrated melt through 535 

time (Lilien et al., 2018). The primary advantage of this scheme is that it prevents the large, likely unrealistic changes 536 

to the shelf-total melt rate that occur as concentrated melt at depth causes the ice-shelf draft to shallow. We utilized 537 

this scheme primarily out of necessity; the grounding lines of Smith and Kohler Glaciers are sufficiently deep that 538 

without scaling the melt forcing, the shelf-total melt rates are drastically out of balance as simulations begin, and 539 

significant retreat ensues before the shelf is able to shallow out of the intense melt, thus leading to sustained, 540 

unphysically high melt rates. On the other hand, the continuous-rescaling scheme dampens feedbacks between the 541 

grounding-line retreat and the melt rate. Whereas a fixed parameterization generally causes an initial increase in shelf-542 

total melt in response to a retreat of the grounding line since greater sub-shelf area is exposed, this continuous-scaling 543 

scheme will reduce the scaling of the melt distribution in response to that retreat. The continuous-rescaling scheme 544 

may thus unrealistically dampen feedbacks leading to rapid retreat, since increasing exposure of sub-shelf area may 545 

truly increase the total melt rate if there is sufficient heat content in the nearby ocean. Because melt is not solely a 546 

function of depth, any depth-dependent melt parameterization faces tradeoffs between fidelity to observations and 547 

simplicity, but the scheme used here is a reasonable compromise for a study that needs quasi-realistic melt rates at the 548 

beginning of simulations to enable comparison between model and observations. 549 

 550 

4.3 Centennial simulations 551 

The centennial-scale simulations that emulate observed grounding-line retreat (2, 4, and 19 in Table 1) all continue to 552 

produce retreat into the future. Even those simulations that do not capture the magnitude of recent retreat yield 553 

continuing mass loss resulting in over 2 mm of contribution to global mean sea level by 2100 (Figure 6). In the 554 

simulations with the 1Obs J2010 melt parameterization, nominally equivalent to no increase beyond 2014 melt 555 

forcing, ice losses exceed 8 mm sea-level equivalent and reaches 10 mm when marginal weakening is included. With 556 

the S2016 parameterization and marginal weakening, the grounding line also continues to retreat, albeit at a more 557 

moderate pace, and losses still reach 6 mm sea-level equivalent by 2100. This simulation with the S2016 forcing and 558 

marginal weakening is essentially a minimum loss scenario amongst simulations capable of producing the observed 559 

retreat; shelf-total melt rates after 2014 remain below 50 Gt a-1, lower than observed in 2006-2014, yet grounding line 560 

retreat and sea-level contribution continue unabated. Moreover, the delayed grounding-line retreat compared to 561 

observations and underestimation of thinning suggest that these projections are more likely to underestimate than 562 

overestimate future ice loss. Given the retreat produced by the simulations with the lowest melt, and that the thinning 563 
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and grounding-line retreat rates suggest that these simulations underestimate loss, it is unclear whether Smith Glacier 564 

could now reach a new stable configuration before the grounding line recedes to the head of its trough. 565 

 566 

While the volume above floatation in the Smith, Pope, Kohler catchment is relatively modest, if thinning were to 567 

extend to the divide with the Thwaites catchment, additional losses could result. Due to the extensive grounding-line 568 

retreat already undergone by Smith Glacier, the simulations with the J2010 melt distribution suggest that significant 569 

(>50 m) thinning could reach the divide shared with Thwaites by the end of the 21st century. This thinning could 570 

further contribute to the destabilization of the interior of Thwaites caused by changes at Thwaites’ terminus (Joughin 571 

et al., 2014). Because of their limited domain, our model simulations are unable to assess the effects of divide 572 

migration on regional ice loss, and bed topography might isolate the loss to Smith’s present catchment. However, 573 

given the potential for divide migration, studies concerned with the stability of Thwaites Glacier on timescales longer 574 

than ~100 years may underestimate ice loss if they do not account for potential drainage capture by Smith Glacier. 575 

5 Conclusions 576 

Using reasonable melt intensity distributed with simple, depth-dependent parameterizations, our model simulations 577 

are able to reproduce the recent speedup, thinning, and retreat of Smith, Pope, and Kohler Glaciers, albeit with some 578 

uncertainty in the timing. These simulations suggest that in 1996 Smith Glacier was in a state of precarious stability, 579 

but nonetheless elevated melt rates were needed to cause the observed grounding-line retreat. While weakening of the 580 

margins of Crosson Ice Shelf may have played a role in the speedup of the shelf, it is unlikely that such a change 581 

precipitated the observed retreat. Those model simulations that successfully reproduce recent changes continue to 582 

show grounding-line retreat into the future, and we find that the rate of ice loss is likely to grow in the coming decades. 583 

By the end of our ~100-year simulations, thinning has extended to the ice divide separating Smith and Kohler from 584 

Thwaites Glacier, indicating the potential for Smith’s retreat to hasten the destabilization of that larger catchment. 585 
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 735 

Figure 1. Modeled velocity changes. a. Modeled velocities after initialization in the full-Stokes model. Black lines indicate 736 
flowlines for the three outlet glaciers. Inset shows location of study area. b-d. Observed and modeled velocities at points indicated 737 
in a. Solid line corresponds to the full-Stokes model with 1Obs J2010 melt forcing and thin, dashed line corresponds to shallow-738 
shelf model, also with 1Obs J2010 melt forcing. Symbols indicate satellite observations of velocity. 739 

740 
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 741 
Figure 2. Melt forcings used for modeling. a-d. Distribution of melt rates at the beginning of simulations using Cryosat-742 
inferred rates from Gourmelen et al. (2017), and parameterizations from Joughin et al. (2010), Favier et al. (2014), and Shean 743 
(2016) respectively. e. Scaled parameterizations (colored lines) plotted over green points showing Cryosat-derived distribution of 744 
melt. Darker colors indicate greater area with a given combination of depth and melt rate. f. PDF of depths; this indicates the total 745 
area at each depth, showing how shelf-total melt rates are most sensitive to melt rates between ~250 and 600 meters. 746 
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 748 

 Model 

physics 

Melt 

dist. 

Melt 

intensity 

Enhancement 

in margins 

Forced 

ungrounding 

Sliding 

Law 

Sim. len. 

(years) 

>15 km 

retreat 

1 FS J2010 1Obs 1 No Schoof 23 Yes 

2 SSA J2010 1Obs 1 No Schoof 104 Yes 

3 SSA J2010 2Obs 1 No Schoof 25 Yes 

4 SSA J2010 1Obs 4 No Schoof 104 Yes 

5 SSA J2010 1Obs 1.8 No Schoof 50 Yes 

6 SSA J2010 Control 4 No Schoof 50 No 

7 SSA J2010 1Obs 1 5 years Schoof 50 Yes 

8 SSA J2010 1Obs 1 18 years Schoof 50 Yes* 

9 SSA J2010 1Obs 1 No Weertman 50 Yes 

10 SSA F2014 1Obs 1 No Schoof 104 No 

11 SSA F2014 2Obs 1 No Schoof 25 Yes 

12 SSA F2014 1Obs 4 No Schoof 50 No 

13 SSA F2014 Control 4 No Schoof 50 No 

14 SSA F2014 1Obs 1 5 years Schoof 50 No 

15 SSA F2014 1Obs 1 18 years Schoof 50 Yes* 

16 SSA F2014 1Obs 1 No Weertman 50 No 

17 SSA S2016 1Obs 1 No Schoof 104 No 

18 SSA S2016 2Obs 1 No Schoof 25 Yes 

19 SSA S2016 1Obs 4 No Schoof 104 Yes 

20 SSA S2016 Control 4 No Schoof 50 No 

21 SSA S2016 1Obs 1 5 years Schoof 50 Yes 

22 SSA S2016 1Obs 1 18 years Schoof 50 Yes* 

23 SSA S2016 1Obs 1 No Weertman 50 No 

24 SSA Cryo2 1Obs 1 No Schoof 104 No 

25 SSA Cryo2 2Obs 1 No Schoof 25 No 

26 SSA Cryo2 1Obs 4 No Schoof 50 No 

27 SSA Cryo2 Control 4 No Schoof 50 No 

28 SSA Cryo2 1Obs 1 5 years Schoof 50 No 

29 SSA Cryo2 1Obs 1 18 years Schoof 50 Yes* 

30 SSA Cryo2 1Obs 1 No Weertman 50 No 

Table 1. Summary of model inputs. Model physics and inputs are summarized in the first six columns. The last column 749 
indicates whether the Smith Glacier grounding line retreated over 15 km within the simulation, with starred entries indicating that 750 
the extent of retreat was explicitly forced.   751 
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 752 

 753 

Figure 3. Sensitivity of change in grounding line position to melt distribution and intensity. a.  Flowlines used for evaluation 754 
of grounding line retreat (black). Pink and purple lines indicate observed grounding line positions (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et 755 
al., 2016). b-d. Modeled and observed grounding line position along the centerlines of Pope, Smith, and Kohler Glaciers 756 
respectively for different model simulations. Zero indicates no change since 1996, negative values indicate retreat. Line colors 757 
indicate melt distribution: J2010 (maroon), S2016 (blue), F2014 (gold), and Cryo2 (green). Line thickness indicates melt intensity: 758 
thin for 2Obs, thin for 2Obs. Line style indicates full-Stokes (solid) or shallow-shelf model (dashed). Simulations that display less 759 
than 2 km of grounding-line retreat on all centerlines are not shown. Triangles indicate observations of grounding line position, 760 
with colors corresponding to lines in a. e-g. Bed elevations vs distance from 1996 grounding line along the centerlines of Pope, 761 
Smith, and Kohler Glaciers respectively. Vertical scale matches panels b-d. Purple triangles again indicate observed grounding line 762 
positions through time. 763 
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 765 

Figure 4. Effect of marginal weakening on grounding-line position and velocity. a-c. Modeled grounding-line position through 766 
time along Pope, Smith East, and Kohler along flowlines shown in Figure 1. All simulations used 1Obs melt intensity. Colors 767 
indicate the melt forcing as in Figure 3. Solid line indicates no weakening, and dashed line indicates 4x enhancement within 10 km 768 
of the ice-shelf margins. Triangles show observed grounding line position (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016).. d-f. Velocity 769 
along flowlines corresponding to upper panels, with all simulations now using the J2010 melt parameterization. Color of line 770 
indicates the year (blue for 2007, green for 2014, pink for 2021). Thick lines show observations. Thinner lines show model results 771 
(using the J2010 melt parameterization), with dashed and solid patterns corresponding to the upper panels. Arrows at bottom 772 
indicate observed grounding-line position through time.  773 
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 774 

Figure 5. Grounding line and speed changes resulting from forced ungrounding. a-c. Modeled grounding-line positions along 775 
centerlines of Pope, Smith East, and Kohler centerlines, respectively, from Figure 1. All simulations used 1Obs melt intensity with 776 
no marginal enhancement. Line style indicates how the grounding line was treated: solid line for freely evolving grounding line, 777 
dashed line for forced ungrounding for 18 years (1996-2014), and dash-dot for forced ungrounding for 5 years only (1996-2001). 778 
Triangles indicate observed grounding-line positions through time (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016).. Simulations with 779 
no change in grounding-line position after the forced ungrounding are not shown. d-e. Observed and modeled ice speed along 780 
centerlines from upper panels, with line color indicating year as in Figure 4. Thick lines show observations. Thinner lines show 781 
model simulations (using J2010 melt distribution) with line style indicating ungrounding scheme as in a-c. Color of the line 782 
indicates the year. Triangles at bottom indicate the observed grounding-line position in different years; the effect of forced 783 
ungrounding on modeled ice speed is generally restricted to the area around the grounding line where the surface remains relatively 784 
steep while basal resistance is removed.  785 
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 786 

Figure 6. Results of centennial-scale model simulations. a. Volume above floatation in the Smith, Pope, Kohler catchment and 787 
equivalent sea-level rise through time for extended simulations. All runs use 1Obs melt intensity. Color of line indicates melt 788 
distribution as in previous figures. Solid line corresponds to shallow-shelf model, and dashed line shows shallow-shelf model with 789 
enhanced margins. The difference in volume during the period including forcing result from different ice-flow speeds causing 790 
different calving rates. b. Melt rate through time. Runs are forced to observations through 2014, so melt rates correspond through 791 
this period, then diverge since the scaling of the melt parameterization is fixed at the 2014 value. Note that melt rates do not directly 792 
cause loss of volume above floatation since some melt distributions cause melt of the shelves without significant loss of grounded 793 
ice. c-d. Grounding-line position change through time along Smith and Kohler centerlines, respectively, from Figure 1. Purple 794 
triangles again show observed grounding-line positions through time (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et al., 2016).  795 
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 796 

Figure 7. Modelled and observed thinning during the ICESat era (2003-2008). a. Spatial distribution of thinning using the 797 
shallow-shelf model with J2010 1Obs melt. Colors indicate modelled thickness change while grey contours indicate observations. 798 
Black lines show flowlines as in other figures. Thin, blue line shows the modelled grounding line in 2008. b-e. Thinning through 799 
time along flowlines. Color indicates the year. Thin lines show model, thick lines show data derived from Operation IceBridge 800 
altimetry, ICESat-1, and WorldView/GeoEye DEMs. Triangles indicate grounding-line position (Rignot et al., 2014; Scheuchl et 801 
al., 2016). 802 
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